Developed by John Holland, the following
occupational themes (Holland Codes) can be
used to identify your interests and connect
them with occupations. Use the scale below to
estimate where your interests are.
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Realistic occupations usually deal with practical, hands-on tasks. They also usually deal with plants, animals,
and materials like wood, tools, and machinery. Some Realistic occupations require working outside and most
require using motor coordination. People with high interests in Realistic occupations like working with things
(e.g., putting together store bought items like furniture) and don’t mind getting dirty (e.g., painting their
house). They see themselves as practical minded and concrete and they are curious about the physical world.
Students with high Realistic interests often learn best through modeling or practice. Recreational activities that
are “realistic” include camping, hiking, gardening, sport involvement, and woodworking.
Your Estimate

Key Words and Phrases (circle those that fit you): Practical * Straightforward *
Hands-on * Fix * Build * Work with equipment * Out-Door Type * Physical

Investigative occupations involve working with ideas and require lots of thinking (e.g., analytical activity),
learning and knowledge. The work itself is very intellectually stimulating and can be quite complex. Students
with high interests in Investigative occupations enjoy learning as much as they can about subjects, are open to
new ideas and will probably pursue a life of learning. Graduate studies may be very appealing for students
with high interests in this theme because they want to keep learning and they therefore enjoy a university
atmosphere. Recreational activities that are “investigative” include reading for knowledge (e.g., autobiographies, science topics, etc.), playing mentally stimulating games (e.g., chess), learning astronomy, and going to
museums.
Your Estimate

Key Words and Phrases (circle those that fit you): Curious * Intellectual * Scholarly *
Read for Knowledge * Work with Abstraction * Analytical * Research

Artistic occupations involve working with forms, designs and patterns and almost always includes the creative expression of ideas and emotions. The focus of artistic interest can include playing a musical instrument,
participating in theatre (e.g., acting, lighting), developing new recreational programs, drawing, etc. Students
with high interests in Artistic occupations come up with new ideas and want to have freedom to pursue these
ideas in work and play. They may be innovative in whatever work they do (e.g., a teacher who is always developing new instructional approaches). Artistic recreational activities include painting, sketching, writing, playing music, photography and interior decorating.
Your Estimate

Key Words and Phrases (circle those that fit you): Innovative * Creative * Idealistic *
Design * Expressive * Culture * Languages
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Social occupations involve teaching, training, informing, enlightening, curing and developing others. The focus is almost always on the other person and concern for their welfare. Overall, the social theme area focuses
on the human condition. Social people emphasize providing service or helping others and they want to get
along well with people. They also value social justice and harmony. Social types can enjoy almost any activity
if they are with people they like. Social hobbies and recreational pursuits include volunteering in social agencies, helping others with personal difficulties, caring for others, reading stories about people and being with
friends.
Your Estimate

Key Words and Phrases (circle those that fit you): Social Justice * Teaching * People *
Cooperation * Relationships * Communicating * Friendly * Empathic * Helpful

Enterprising occupations involve providing leadership and direction to organizations and/or people (e.g.,
managers/“bosses”) and usually include trying to persuade others that your ideas are best/correct. Students
who are enterprising enjoy being “in charge” and want the freedom, responsibility and challenges that this
brings. Enterprising people are comfortable making decisions that affect other people. Almost every occupational field provides opportunity for the enterprising person (e.g., Someone has to “run” the construction company or the non-profit organization). Enterprising recreational pursuits include participating in political campaigns as a volunteer, taking on a leadership role within an organization (e.g., coaching), discussing politics, fundraising for a non-profit organization and watching the stock market.
Your Estimate

Key Words and Phrases (circle those that fit you): Leader * Decision-Maker * Responsibility * Persuading * Charisma * Competitive * Energetic * Self-Confident * Ambitious

Conventional occupations involve working with data and details and following procedures. They also require accuracy, reliability and the ability to work well within a system. Students with high interest in this
theme usually like well-defined tasks and therefore may enjoy proofreading, maintaining records, budgeting,
maintaining applications of standards (e.g., making sure rules are followed), and writing detailed documents.
Conventional hobbies and recreational pursuits include home renovations, playing cards or computer games,
organizing (e.g., your desk or room) and volunteering to be the secretary-treasurer with a community club.

Key Words and Phrases (circle those that fit you): Accurate * Efficient * Reliable *
Detail Oriented * Structured * Consistent * Office
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